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Abstract

Artificial intelligence and machine learning have seen great progress
in recent years. In this work, we will look at the application of machine
learning in visual navigational systems for unmanned vehicles in nat-
ural environments. Previous works have focused on navigational sys-
tems with deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). In this work, we evaluate the robustness and
applicability of these methods for unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs).

To evaluate the robustness and applicability of this machine learn-
ing approach for UGV two experiments where performed. In the first,
data from Swiss trails and photos collected in Swedish forests where
used to train deep CNNs. Several models are trained using data col-
lected in different environments at different heights. By cross evalu-
ating the trained models on the other datasets the impact of chang-
ing camera position and switching environment can be evaluated. In
the second experiment, a navigational system using the trained CNN
models were constructed. By evaluating the ability of the system to au-
tonomously follow a forest path an understanding of the applicability
of these methods for UGVs in general can be obtained.

There where several results from the experiments. When compar-
ing models trained on different datasets, we could see that the envi-
ronment has an effect on the performance of the navigation, but even
more so, the approach is sensitive to the camera position. Finally, an
online test to evaluate the applicability of this approach as an end-to-
end navigation system for UGVs is done. This experiment showed that
these methods, on their own, are not a viable option for an end-to-end
navigational system for UGVs in forest environments.
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Sammanfattning

Artificiell intelligens och maskininlärning har gjort stora framsteg de
senaste åren. I detta arbete tittar vi på tillämpningen av maskininlär-
ning i visuella navigationssystem för obemannade fordon i naturliga
miljöer. Tidigare verk har fokuserat på navigeringssystem med dju-
pa “convolutional neural networks” (CNNs) för obemannade luftfar-
koster. I detta arbete, utvärderar vi hur pass applicerbara och robusta
dessa metoder är som navigationssystem för obemannade markfordon
(UGVs).

För att utvärdera hur pass applicerbara och robusta dessa maski-
ninlärningsmetoder är för UGVs så utfördes två experiment. I det förs-
ta experimentet utvärderas hur systemet reagerar på nya miljöer och
kamerapositioner. Ett redan existerande dataset, med med foton från
stigar i de schweiziska alperna, kompletterade med två nya dataset.
Dessa två nya samlingar består av foton från svenska skogsstigar in-
samlade på två olika höjder. Dessa tre olika dataset användes för att
träna tre olika olika modeller. Genom att korsutvärdera de tränade
modellerna på de olika dataseten kan effekten av att förändrad ka-
meraposition samt att byta miljö utvärderas. I det andra experimentet
utrustades en UGV med ett navigationssystem byggt på dessa tränade
modeller. Genom att utvärdering hur pass autonomt denna UGV kan
följa en skogsstig så ges en förståelse för hur pass applicerbara dessa
metoder är för UGVs generellt.

Experimentet gav flera resultat. Korsutvärderingen visade att des-
sa metoder är känsliga för både kameraposition och miljö. Där byte av
kameraposition har en större negativ påverkan på navigationsresulta-
tet, än byte av miljö. Slutligen visade ett online-test att dessa metoder,
i sin naiva form, inte är ett lämpligt alternativ för navigationssystem
för UGVs i skogsmiljöer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence and machine learning have seen great progress
in recent years with smarter and smarter applications solving difficult
problems. Our phones can now understand what we say and our cars
are starting to drive themselves. Autonomous cars have taken great
strides, with several products reaching consumers. These smart vehi-
cles are now capable of assisting drivers with automatic lane keeping
and breaking in dangerous scenarios.

Naturally, we have come to accept that at specific tasks, like play-
ing chess or go, performing calculations, finding the right information,
computers are better than us humans. When writing this thesis, the
spell checking of words and verifications of proper sentence structure
is delegated to a computer system. It is even expected that this work
will be analyzed by an automated system to check for plagiarism be-
fore it can be accepted.

In this thesis we will investigate the robustness of one particular
machine learning approach for autonomous vehicle navigation.

1.0.1 UGVs in natural environments

Visual navigation in natural environments is an interesting problem.
Current self-driving cars are limited in the operation to clearly marked
public roads. There are several potential applications for unmanned
ground vehicles (UGVs) that would benefit from being able to nav-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

igate natural environments. For example, UGVs for environmental
and security monitoring would not be limited to well-marked roads,
or package delivery robots that could deliver all the way to door. For
more background on UGVs and natural environments see Chapter 2.

UGVs are a very interesting area to explore. Not only for the po-
tential application for UGVs but also because many many of the con-
clusions for UGVs can transfer to self-driving cars. Studies using self-
driving cars incurs a significant budgetary requirement as well as se-
curity considerations and engineering challenges – making implemen-
tations in cars an impractical option for this master thesis.

In recent years, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) has
been applied to autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for per-
ception and following of forest trails.

1.1 Goal

The goal of this master this is to investigate if the UAV methods can be
applied as a robust visual navigation for UGVs. In particular, we will
look at autonomous navigation in natural forest environment using a
monocular camera and deep learning. The work will focus on trying
to answer two questions:

1. What approaches can be used as a visual navigation system for
UGVs?

2. How robust are these methods for changes in conditions like
camera angle or environment?

1.2 Ethical considerations

In the last year’s development, it is becoming more and more evident
that the autonomous robots will take a more and more active role in
our society. Integration into our society means integrating in our en-
vironment. A robust and safe visual navigation for UGV has a broad
set of applications, from environmental monitoring to smarter robotic
lawn movers and self-driving cars on rural roads.
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However, there are also several potential downsides to consider.
UGVs are being developed and tested for military use1. With recent
years progress in machine learning, it is becoming more probable
that this type of technology will become available for other nefarious
groups and organizations. Possibly more of a direct concern for UAVs,
another consideration is that these types of systems could be used for
unauthorized surveillance and monitoring.

1.3 Outline

With this chapter, we give a quick introduction to the field and estab-
lish the objective of this thesis. The remainder of the thesis is organized
as follows. Chapter 2 gives a historical introduction to concepts used
in the rest of the thesis. In Chapter 3, an overview of related work
is presented. Following this, Chapter 4 then defines the problem and
gives a detailed specification of the visual navigation system for the
UGV. Finally, Chapter 5 gives a description of experimental setup and
results. A discussion of results along with conclusions can be found
in Chapter 6. See Figure 1.1 for a visual outline of the chapters and
sections of the thesis.

1Among other organization, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), an agency of the United States Department of Defense, is sponsoring re-
search on military applications of UGVs.
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Figure 1.1: A visualization of the dependency structure of the thesis.
This chart shows how the sections of the thesis logically depend on
results or concepts presented in previous sections. At the bottom are
the first pages and at the top the very last. For example, in order to
have a 6.1 Discussion the results in 5.4 Online experiment and 5.3 Offline
experiment has do be considered.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will give an introduction to some of the fundamental con-
cepts used in this thesis. First, we will give some background on au-
tonomous vehicles, including UGVs and self-driving cars. Following
this, some background on the machine learning concepts relevant for
this thesis will be given.

2.1 Autonomous vehicles

The area of self-driving cars have seen some amazing progress in re-
cent years, with several implementations reaching consumers. As of
2017 notable products1 are the Tesla Autopilot, Cadillac Super Cruise,
and Mercedes Drive Pilot. The smart cars can now assist drivers with
lane keeping and breaking in dangerous scenarios. More ambitious
than assisted-driving are self-driving cars, which can operate continu-
ously without any help from a human driver. Among notable projects
is the self-driving car Waymo. It has been reported that as of May
2017 the Waymo has driven close to five million km, mostly on city
streets[2]. Many of the major car manufacturers2 are now active in this

1In an article [1] from 2017, Business Insider considered Tesla Autopilot, Cadillac
Super Cruise, and Mercedes Drive Pilot as standout products.

2In an article [3] from 2017, Business Insider reports that Fiat, Chrysler Automo-
biles, Apple, Intel, BMW, Audi, Google, nuTonomy, Volvo, Bosch, Uber, Tesla, Ford,
FiveAI are working on driverless cars

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Figure 2.1: From left to right: the self-driving car Waymo, the package
delivering UGV starship and a UAV. Images by[4, 5, 6].

field and are developing their own version of assisted- and self-driving
cars.

2.1.1 Unmanned Ground Vehicles

UGVs are vehicles that can operate without any human onboard pres-
ence. One of the reasons to introduce a UGVs is when the environment
is either hazardous to humans or even impossible for humans to vis-
its. For example, the Nasa rover Curiosity, currently exploring Mars,
is a teleoperated UGV that made exploration of the planetary surface
possible long before we could safely send humans. Also successfully
applied for automation of routine labor, UGVs has been used in the
supply chain to move goods in warehouses or in agriculture as auto-
mated harvesting tractors. The flying counterpart to UGV is the UAV,
see Figure 2.1 for an example.

There have been two focus areas for studying autonomous driving.
In the first, a car is augmented with smart systems to help a human
when driving. The ambition of these system ranges from just assisted-
driving to autonomous driving where the cars becomes self-driving
without active participation from a driver. In the second, a UGVs is
equipped with systems that enable it to operate without being teleop-
erated by a human. Often we refer to this as self-driving when it comes
to cars and autonomous when it comes to UGVs and UAVs.

Autonomous UGVs have several attractive possible applications.
Firstly, they can be used as a cost-effective automation of routine labor.
The warehouse robots, package delivery robots and automatic harvest
tractor are examples of this. And secondly, it can extend the operation
of UGVs to where no contact with humans is possible. Thick structures
like caves and houses introduce communications issues. Also when
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teleoperating a UGV on Mars, the great distance adds a significant
time delay, making driving slow.

There are several potential applications for UGVs. Transportation
is an interesting application. A wheel-based vehicle has in compari-
son to a UAV the ability to carry much heavier loads. Also, UAVs has
to create lift in some way, often with either propellers or jet engines,
which causes some safety concerns for operation in densely populated
areas. The UGV Starship is currently being developed as an automated
delivery system in urban areas, see Figure 2.1. A fleet of autonomous
UGVs could also patrol a large area enabling applications in for exam-
ple security and environmental monitoring or search and rescue.

2.1.2 Unstructured Environments

Current smart cars can operate only in specific conditions – the Tesla
autopilot turns off if it not able to find lane markings and the Waymo
can only operate in certain city environments. Similarly, the ware-
house robots only know its way around a warehouse. Both of these
environments are what is referred to as structured, originating from
the fact that they are constructed by humans to make navigation as
easy as possible. In the case of roads, we introduce signals, signs, and
lane marking to make it easier to follow the intended path and avoid
accidents. In the warehouse, we create lines and barcodes on the floor
to make it possible for UGVs to know where to go. Opposite of this is
the unstructured environments referring to more natural or chaotic envi-
ronments, like forests, fields or caves, not totally under human control
or design.

Unstructured environment, like forests, poses a hard problem for
autonomous UGVs. The environment is very unpredictable making
it hard to interpret. For example in the case of a forest path, there is
no clear distinction between where the path ends and where the sur-
rounding vegetation begins. It is more or less a continuous transition
from path to forest. For a road the case is very different – the drivable
surface is more clearly defined as being between the lane markings to
the left and right.

Enabling robust and fast autonomous UGVs in unstructured en-
vironments would open up many interesting applications – ranging
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from delivery robots, security and monitoring to search and rescue.
And also push the envelope for where self-driven cars can be used,
with reliable operation in more unstructured environments like dirt
roads. In this thesis, we will look at approaches to solving the naviga-
tional problem in natural unstructured environments. See Figure 2.2
for a picture of UGV used in experiments.

Figure 2.2: The UGV and typical environment used in experiments.

2.2 Machine Learning

A classical way of solving problems using computers is to explicitly
tell the computer what to do in every scenario, i.e. programming an
algorithm. This classical programming approach has been extremely
effective at solving a large set of problems. Most of the software and
services that we use today have been created in this way. Contrary
to this algorithmic approach, the field of Machine Learning attempts
to give computers the ability to learn without being explicitly pro-
grammed. See Figure 2.3 for a visualization of the difference between
the algorithmic approach and machine learning.

2.2.1 Why Machine Learning

As the algorithmic approach has been a success it is reasonable to ques-
tion why we would need machine learning. But it turn out that not
only can machine learning reduce the need to explicitly implement
solutions, but it can also solve problems that otherwise would be un-
feasible to solve.
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Figure 2.3: We use machine learning to go from data, often with some
kind of answers or labels, to find underlying rules of this data.

Without going into technical details, the difference between the
classical algorithmic approach and machine learning can be explained
with the following simple example. Consider a computer controlling
the lock to a door. Imagine we have a button that we could push that
opens the door, implementing Button pushed ) Open door is a straight-
forward problem – upon receiving the electrical impulse from the but-
ton press the computer opens the door. We could change the scenario
by installing a keypad to controls access. In this new setting Received
correct door code ) Open door is still simple to realize – if the computers
receive digits in the correct order, it opens the door. But say that we
were to install a camera and wanted to open the door for authorized
personnel, i.e. The Face of authorized person ) Open door. The computer
only "sees" a raw digitalized version of the camera image and has no
way of knowing what the human should look like. We would have to
give a set of rules to tell if a given photo if depict an authorized person
or not. Could we start with that the image should contain a human,
maybe we should check if there is a skin tone in the middle of the im-
age? Probably most humans have two eyes, we could check if there
are two white areas with dark centers? Also, there might be glasses
around the eyes. Maybe some hair above the skin color, hair has quite
unique texture. And so forth, until we have all the rules that will be
able to tell two humans apart.
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To handcraft all the rules that would allow the computer to un-
derstand if the camera image should be authorized, quickly becomes
an unfeasible engineering task. Using a machine learning approach
we would not try to create all these rules, but rather implement algo-
rithms that enable the computer to learn what the features are in hu-
man faces, and the collection of features that represent an authorized
user. Once successfully trained the computer has found some under-
lying patterns in the data that enables it to transform raw bitmap data
to authorization. This authorization can then simply be used to open
or close the lock.

2.2.2 Supervised vs unsupervised learning

When using Machine Learning the algorithm tries to learn from the
data. In the example above the data might consist of a collection of
images labeled as authorized or not authorized. Using this collection the
computer would learn to recognize authorized personnel. This type
of approach is known as supervised learning. An alternative to this,
is unsupervised learning. In unsupervised learning the computer tries
to learn from data without labels. For example, the challenge to cate-
gories images of different dogs without knowledge of what dog breeds
exist or how they look is an example of unsupervised learning. The
methods in this thesis are considered part of supervised learning.

2.2.3 Artificial neural networks

Originally inspired by the human brain Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) is a machine learning systems that, in its most common vari-
ety, is trained by being presented with labeled samples. The ANN can
be seen as a non-linear function from an input space to an output. The
input can be any type of data. For example images, time series or even
fingerprints. The output is often in the form of numerical output or
probability for input being in certain classes – the former is known as
regression and the latter is known as classification. See Figure 2.4 for an
example of an ANN that classifies images as either dog or cat.

When training an ANN there is an assumption that there is some
structure to the data. During training, the internal parameters of the
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Figure 2.4: The image of a dog is passed in to the feedforward ANN,
the signal is propagated from the input layer to hidden layer to output
layer. In the output layer the node corresponding to dog is activated
and the resulting output from the ANN is "dog". By presenting a cat
image a well trained ANN would output "cat".

ANN are calibrated to approximate these relationships. When training
for the example in Figure 2.4, the network would learn to understand
what is the difference between cat and dog picture.

ANNs come in a wide variety, with different architectures and
characteristics. As an illustrative example, we could imagine a simple
feedforward ANN intended to classify images as either dog or cat, see
Figure 2.4. In order to be able to tell cats and dogs from each other,
the network first has to learn to understand the difference between
these two. Given an image and a label as either “cat” or “dog”, the
network learns to better recognize this image as the given label. After
being presented with a sufficiently large set of images the network
would, hopefully, be able to generalize and correctly classify previ-
ously unseen images. The algorithm that is often used for this kind of
training is called back-propagation. Originally introduced for neural
networks in 1986[7] this algorithm is still a significant part of modern
applications, see Section 2.2.4 below.

As a general non-linear classifier, artificial neural networks have
found many applications in a wide variety of fields where hand-
crafted rules are hard to create. For example in mining[8] and for
wood grain inspection[9].

In general there are many different possible architectures. But com-
mon is often the notion of neurons organized into a input layer, hidden
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layers and an output layer. In Figure 2.4 the neurons are the small circles
colorized according to which layer they belong to. Associated with
each node is a data transformation of the incoming signals – which
can also be different for different network types and architectures. Of-
ten there is some kind of weighted sum and some kind of non-linear
function. The ANN in Figure 2.4 is a feed-forward network, since all
signals are going in one direction.

One of the problems with ANNs is that it is easy to create very
complex models with a large number of parameters that need to be
calibrated during training. Assume that the Multi layer perceptron
(MLP) in Figure 2.4 has 10 neurons in the hidden layer, and that our
images contains 640⇥ 480 pixels. We can then calculate the total num-
ber of connections as 640 ⇤ 480 ⇤ 10 + 10 ⇤ 2 ⇡ 3 ⇤ 106. In other words,
the training procedure have to determine the correct value of 3 ⇤ 106

parameters.

Complex models introduce several practical challenges. With a
more complex model, the evaluation time for each sample increases
leading to an increase in overall training time. Also, a more com-
plex model has more parameters. This higher degree of freedom leads
to training becoming more difficult and requiring more training sam-
ples. This idea is somewhat analog to that of a system of equation.
In an underdetermined system, no single solution exists. Methods
like wavelets, Gabor, SIFT, PCA or even handcrafted features has been
used[10] as representations of the input, the general idea is to describe
the data in terms of relevant features so that it can be transformed into
a lower dimension while still being able to express relevant character-
istics.

2.2.4 Deep Learning

In recent years, successful neural network implementations has tended
to have more and more layers which has led to the adaption of the term
deep learning for the application of the these Deep Neural Networks
(DNN). The classical MLP models often had only a small set of hidden
layers. ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
is a prestigious challenge where a wide variety of institutions and
groups compete trying to write the best software for automatic recog-
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Figure 2.5: The recent winners of the annual ILSVRC competition. Er-
ror is the Top-5 Error(%), a measure of the accuracy of the model and
the Layers is the number of layers in the neural networks used. There
is a trend where deeper and deeper models has been more success-
ful[11][12][13].

nition of objects in images. In Figure 2.5 we can see how the winning
contribution in ILSVRC consistently has had more and more layers.
With the success of these deeper models, deep learning has in recent
year enjoyed significant attention – not only from academia but also
from industry.

The core operation in the classical MLP in Figure 2.4, is a weighted
sum followed by a non-linear function (activation function). In deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) the fundamental mathematical
operation is a convolution. Historically the activation functions where
often a sigmoidal or hyperbolic tangent, in modern CNNs rectified
linear unit (ReLU) has been widely adopted. From 2012 and onwards
CNN has been at the core of all the winners ILSVRC, See Figure 2.5.
The success of these networks has lead to the adoption in many com-
mercial image related applications, like classification, object detection
and recognition. It is now used by platforms like Instagram, Flikr, and
Facebook to automatically organize and tag images. See Figure 2.6 for
a humorous example of the success of CNNs.

CNN can be seen as a subset of ANNs and share many of the same
characteristics but with some key distinguishing characteristics. In his-
torical successful applications ANNs where often used in conjunction
with some transform for a more relevant representation of the raw in-
put data. In other words, the input where first transformed before
it was given as input to the ANN. In CNNs the relevant data repre-
sentation is part of the network and is something that is learned dur-
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Figure 2.6: This xkcd cartoon[14], published in 2014, humorous high-
lights the difficulty in solving different tasks that at first might seem
similar to a human. Interestingly with recent years progress in deep
learning and deep convolutional neural networks the later part of the
task mentioned above is now feasible to do in significantly less than 5
years[15].

ing training. When looking at what features are learned at different
depths, the first layers extract very simple features like colors or edges,
and deeper layers go more towards more composition of simple fea-
tures into more complex shapes. In deep layers these representations
gets more and more complex, and in the final layers they are close to
the trained classes.

Apart from image classification, deep learning has been used
in many other scenarios. Deep Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
has been successfully used in conjunction with CNN to caption im-
ages[16]. Deep learning has also proven suitable for speech recogni-
tion systems[17] and in state-of-the-art system for automatic transla-
tion[18].



Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we will look at some of the important related works
for this thesis. The chapter is divided into two sections. Firstly, related
works on machine learning applied to navigation for UGVs and UAVs
is described. Secondly, some examples of how transfer learning and
fine-tuning has been successfully applied in other contexts is given.

3.1 Machine learning and navigation

Autonomous vehicles has been a long sought-after goal in engineer-
ing. Through the years there have been several approaches trying to
solve the navigational problem. Often, the successful solutions have
been created through an aggregation of many subsystems. For exam-
ple, the winner of the 2006 DARPA challenge, Stanley[19] utilized six
different perception system and four systems for planning and control.
Although many successful applications used a combination of many
systems to achieve robust driving they often included a visual compo-
nent. In this thesis, we will focus on the visual navigation systems for
UGVs and self-driving cars.

One of the early machine learning implementations for autonomous
driving came with the car Alvinn[20] in 1989. Which used what in to-
day’s standard would be considered a very simple three-layer neural
network, that took a camera image and map from a laser range finder
as input and transformed it to a representation of the direction (i.e.

15
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Figure 3.1: Left on the gray path above is example of the three camera
setup. A setup like this has been head-mounted to a hiker to collect
images from Swiss alps[24]. To the right is a rack-mounted alterna-
tive version that has been used to collect images with different lateral
offsets[25].

steering angle) of the road. Posing navigation as a supervised learning
problem is an interesting approach. It transforms the problem from
implementing an algorithm that can drive, to creating and training
an ML model. Alvinn was able to show that under the right circum-
stances this approach was able to stay on the road. A few years later in
1993, this work was further developed with the car Maniac[21]. This
network used two Alvinn networks, each trained to drive on either
one-lane roads or multi-lane roads. The two Alvinn networks where
included as an initial pre-processing step in a larger network. Maniac
created a system that could drive on both types of roads. Alvinn and
Maniac showed that a machine learning approaches can be used as
end-to-end systems for driving cars.

3.1.1 Deep Learning for UAVs and UGVs

Deep CNNs have several different applications for both UGVs and
UAVs. To mention a few, CNNs have been evaluated for depth per-
ception[22] and for real-time object detection[23]. For this work, we
mainly focus on applications for navigation. There are three papers
that are of particular interest for this study.
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Machine learning for UAV

In a Swiss paper[24], UAV navigation was posed as a classification
problem for a deep CNN. The CNN was trained to classify the image
as one of three classes: trail ahead, trail to left or trail to right. With a
forward mounted camera on a drone flying at constant height it is then
straight forward to use classifications of the camera image to control
the movement of the drone. I will refer to this as the three-class approach
to navigation. A novel contribution of this study was the effective three
camera setup for collecting training data. See Figure 3.1 for an example
of this camera setup. Training a CNN on data collected in this way
the authors showed that this machine learning approach rivaled the
accuracy of humans in recognizing the direction of a trail. They also
showed that by classifying pictures from a forward facing camera they
could navigate along a forest trail if it was wide enough. This network
is now considered an early design.

Deep learning for UAV

In a paper from Nvidia[25] deep learning for UAV was further inves-
tigated. Using a rack-mounted three camera setup they introduced a
horizontal separation between cameras which could be used to also
train the CNN to not only classify the direction of the trail but also the
camera’s relationship to the center of the trail. Using this approach
they performed an autonomous flight of a mile along forest paths in
the pacific north-west of USA. As part of this study, they also inves-
tigated the performance of several different network architectures. In
comparison to [24] this paper included several networks using a more
modern architecture.

End-to-end for self-driving cars

In another study[26] navigation as regression was evaluated for self-
driving cars on ordinary roads. The approach is similar to the nav-
igation as classification approach above. Instead of having 3 classes
this approach train the CNN model to learn the proper turning radius
– positive values for turn right and negative values for turning left.
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Training data vas created by recording video and saving steering com-
mands while driving on public roads. A novel contribution was the
usage of augmentation of the training set. By shifting and rotating im-
ages while adjusting the steering command, a sample to help the car
recover from bad situations could be created. This approach could suc-
cessfully be used as an end-to-end system for lane keeping on public
roads.

3.2 Fine-tuning of CNN models

Training deep learning models from scratch can be both difficult and
require significant computational resources and time. Often it can take
several days[24, 25] to complete. One way around this is fine-tuning an
already trained network on a domain-specific dataset.

During training, a network learns two things: how to represent the
image in a relevant way and a decision boundary. When fine-tuning
a network for a specific purpose you reuse the image representation
parts and training mainly focuses on calibrating the weights of the
decision boundary. The following four works are inspirations for the
fine-tuning work in this thesis.

CNN Features off-the-shelf

In [27] a part of pertained CNNs was shown to be a powerful generic
image representation. The study took a pre-trained network, cut off
the last layers and used it as an image transform. By using this CNN
as an image transform and applying an SVN classifier on different
datasets they showed impressive results. This work showed that the
initial layers of a CNN trained on a large generic dataset can pro-
vide a relevant image representation. Lending support for the view
that CNNs can be seen as two concatenated operations: representa-
tion through a relevant image transform and a decision boundary.
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Visual Indoor Positioning Using Transfer Learning

In a [28] AlexNet pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012 was used as an image
transform. Photos of the indoor environment were collected by ex-
tracting frames from video recordings. They used all but the final five
layers of AlexNet as a image transform to extract relevant features to
classify images as taken in different rooms. After evaluating several
classification algorithms they showed that the top performer (Multino-
mial Naive Bayes) achieved a 94.63% accuracy. Again, supporting the
idea that the first layer of CNNs can be seen as an image transform.

Fine Tuning Based SqueezeNet for Vehicle Classification

In a [29], a fine-tuned SqueezeNet was shown to classify images from
MIO-TCD with high accuracy. The MIO-TCD dataset contains images
from traffic cameras. Some examples of classes are cars, pedestrians
or trucks. This dataset is quite imbalanced, i.e. there is a high dif-
ference in the number of samples per category. Several architectures
(VGG16, ResNet50, AlexNet, SqueezeNet) where evaluated using dif-
ferent ways to handle the difference in the number of samples. This
paper showed that by fine-tuning a SqueezeNet on MIO-TCD a high
accuracy of 97% could be achieved.

Convolutional Neural Networks for Medical Image Analysis: Full

Training or Fine Tuning?

In [30] fine-tuned networks where shown to perform as well or
outperform network trained from scratch on medical data. In this
work, an AlexNet originally trained on ImageNet LSVRC12 was used.
LSVRC12 is a dataset containing objects like dogs or guitars, which
visually are quite different from medical data. When fine-tuning
AlexNet on these datasets there are several potential ways to select
layers to train. One common way is to only fine-tune the last fully
connected layers, Another is to fine-tune all layers but with a height
learning rate scaling in the final layers. This work, showed that the
fine-tuned models performed as well as the one trained from scratch.
Fine-tuned models outperformed when only limited training data is
available. There was no general rule as to which layers should be
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selected for fine tuning. Depending on dataset different depth of
fine-tuning performed the best.



Chapter 4

Problem description

In this chapter, we will look at a more precise formulation of the nav-
igational problem. Following this, we will also look into a solution of
the problem. And finally, how an actual physical implementation can
be done.

4.1 Problem Definition

Navigation using visual perception along a forest footpath or dirt road
poses a hard challenge for machine learning. The surrounding envi-
ronment is incredibly complex, with changing vegetation and shifting
lighting conditions. In Figure 4.1 we can see a UGV on a trail. The
challenge is to construct a navigational system for this UGV that en-
ables it to autonomously drive along the trail. This is not much of a
challenge for us humans. We don’t usually reflect much on how to ac-
tually do this – we seem to have a natural understanding of where the
path is and what to do to walk along it. For a UGV it is not that simple.

The UGV is equipped with a fixed forward-facing camera. This
camera is the only sensor the UGV has to sense its surrounding en-
vironment. From this image, the robot will have to gather an under-
standing of the direction of the path, and how to move in order to stay
on the path. See Figure 4.2 for examples of trail images.

To solve this challenge the UGV also has a visual navigation sys-
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Figure 4.1: Picture of UGV on trail. The robot can move as indicated
by arrows, blue turning left or right and green going forward, or red
backwards. It can also move in a combination, e.g. turning in a big arc
to the left.

tem. This system is responsible for taking the pictures from the cam-
era, interpreting the images and giving commands for how the UGV
should move. Similar to above, the system attempts to interpret and
understand the images from the forward facing camera. If the pictures
show a trail straight ahead the navigation system should give a com-
mand to move straight ahead. And if the camera image shows a trail
to the right the navigation system should give the command to turn
to the right in order to stay on the path. We will focus on the prob-
lem of staying on a single path and not getting stuck and ending up in
the rugged terrain on the sides. Other patterns such as crossings, trail
splitting or merging will not be considered.

4.2 Visual navigation for UGV

Different vehicles move in different ways. The UGV we use in this
thesis has a zero turning radius, see Figure 4.1. The robot can move
either forward/backward or turn to left/right. It can also move in a
combination of these two, e.g. moving forward while turning in an arc
to left.

4.2.1 Navigation and movement

When comparing this UGV to previous studies, it is arguably closer
in movement freedom to a UAV[24, 25] than to cars[26]. Common for
these two UAV studies is that they have used a UAV flying at a fixed
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height, only moving forward/backward or turning left/right. This is
more or less identical to our UGV. The only difference is that the UGV
camera is closer to the ground. A car-like steering behaves quite dif-
ferently. This contrast and subsequent demands on the navigational
system for these different modes can be highlighted by two small ex-
amples.

1. Imagine a car driving along a road and closing in on a sharp
bend. Before making the turn it would have to adjust it’s distance
to the sides in order to be able to make the turn. If it ends up too
close to the corner it can end up getting stuck.

2. Another example is a car following a trail and making a few bad
turns and ending up in a direction leading off trail. In this case a
car would be more or less stuck as it’s limited turning radius is
preventing it from turning back on to the trail.

To move out of both of the examples above the car would have to make
a complex sequence of driving forward, backing up and turning to get
back on track. Similar circumstances would not be as problematic for
our UGV as it could use its zero turning radius to turn out onto the
trail. In other words a successful end-to-end implementation for car-
like steering to a higher degree needs to perceive and plan for what
is happening further down the trail, while UAVs and UGVs can focus
more on the immediate surrounding with less planning. For this rea-
son we mainly look at previous methods successfully used for UAVs
in forest environments.

4.2.2 Navigational system

The UGV has a single forward facing camera, mounted at about 15 cm
above ground. This camera gives a picture of the forward view from
the vehicle. The responsibility of the navigation system is to control
the movements of the UGV so that is moves along the trail without
getting stuck at either side. Inspired by the three-class approach to nav-
igation for UAVs[24] this can be posed as a classification problem for
machine learning. Given the forward facing camera image, the navi-
gation system has to predict if trail is ahead, trail is to left or trail is to
right. It is then a straightforward operation to transform these predic-
tions to movement. When the system judges that the trail is ahead the
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Figure 4.2: Three examples of different camera angels from the same
spot. From left to right the pictures shows: trail is to right, trail is ahead,
trail is to left.

vehicle is given a forward momentum, and when the system judges
that trail is to left it gives the vehicle a command to turn left.

This classification problem can be solved as a supervised learning
problem using a deep CNN model[24, 25]. That is, we use deep CNN
to classify camera images as trail is ahead, trail is to left or trail is to right.
As with any supervised learning problem the model has to be trained
on a relevant training set before it accurately can classify images. Pre-
vious works collected training data using three cameras, see Figure 3.1
on page 16. A more detailed report on what data was collected as part
of the thesis can be found in the following chapter in Section 5.2 on
page 29.

4.2.3 CNN choice

There are several potential choices of the CNN model. The goal of
this thesis is to evaluate the applicability of these UAV methods for
UGVs, not to try to improve their performance. Several different
network architectures have been evaluated for this type of naviga-
tional challenge, including custom model and some the standard
ones, ResNet, SqueezeNet, and AlexNet[25]. To reduce complexity
in implementation we looked primarily at standard models. For this
thesis SqueezeNet was chosen as it was the top performer among
the standard models. SqueezeNet is also an attractive choice as it
has the benefit of having, in comparison to a model like AlexNet
and ResNet, a quite small memory footprint and fast inference time,
making SqueezeNet easy to embed without expensive hardware. See
Table 4.1 for a breakdown of performance estimates for the different
networks.
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Model Memory Operations Performance
alexnet 233 MB 727 MFLOPs 41.80 / 19.20
resnet18 45 MB 2 GFLOPs 30.24 / 10.92
squeezenet v1.1 5 MB 360 MFLOPs 41.81 / 19.38

Table 4.1: Estimates of operations needed for inference and model
memory size[31]. The operations reflect how long a single image in-
ference takes. Given a system and time interval, a model with a lower
number of flops could infer more images. Performance is the top-1
error/top-5 error on the 2012 ILSVRC, lower is better.

4.3 Physical implementation

Similar to the human body and the human brain, there are two things
that go into creating an autonomous UGV – the hardware and the soft-
ware.

4.3.1 Hardware

The navigational system was implemented on a Husqvarna 330x au-
tomatic lawnmower. Provided by Husqvarna are also libraries that
enable controls of the UGV. On the UGV is a Raspberry Pi 3 Model
B running Ubuntu Server 16.04 with Robot Operating System (ROS).
The Raspberry Pi controls the moment of the lawnmower via a wired
connection. A joystick is also connected to the Raspberry Pi to allow
for manual override of the automatic navigation.

Part of the navigational system will be a CNN that judges the di-
rection to the trail. A CNN can be quite demanding to run on a CPU,
in general, specialized hardware like GPU has a significant impact on
performance. A MovidiusTM Neural Compute Stick is a hardware spe-
cialized in running deep learning models. Using the compute stick for
CNN inference allows the navigation system to maintain responsive-
ness. Also, it pushes inference performance from an estimated few sec-
onds per frame to around 10 to 20 frames per second. This frequency
is more in line with was used in previous works.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the navigational system. Orange boxes
are hardware elements. Gray boxes are ROS nodes. The two nodes
trail_joy* and trail_DNN* where developed as part of the thesis. Apart
from am_driver_legacy developed by Husqvarna[32], the other nodes
are from publicly available packages.

4.3.2 Software

The Raspberry Pi is running Ubuntu server 16.04 with ROS Kinetic
Kame. Most of the ROS implementation could be achieved with stan-
dard packages and those supplied by Husqvarna. A custom package
for communication with the Neural Compute Stick was implemented.
See Figure 4.3 for a system overview. The system is made-up from
several ROS nodes with responsibility as follows:

joy Public package. Translate the joystick inputs to messages.

trail_joy Implemented for the thesis. Translates joystick messages to
moment commands and other commands such as save next pic-
ture, start navigation, stop navigation

usb_cam Public package. Translate the images from USB cam to mes-
sage.

trail_DNN Implemented for the thesis. Receives images from usb_cam,
format images, send images to the Neural Compute Stick, fetch
result from Neural Compute Stick, and send move message.

twist_mux Public package. Multiplexing between move messages
from the joystick (trail_joy) and move messages from the navi-
gational system(trail_DNN). In other words, switching between
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autonomous navigation and manual override.

am_driver_legacy By Husqvarna[32]. Receives move messages from
twist_mux and translates it to commands understandable by the
Husqvarna 330x.

All communication between nodes is messages on ROS topics.
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Experiment

In this thesis, We want to evaluate if the methods described in the pre-
vious chapter can be used as part of a navigation system for UGVs
on forest trails. The experiments will be done in two parts. Firstly,
there is a preliminary offline test focusing on evaluating the accuracy
of the deep learning algorithms with respect to collected test data. And
secondly, an online experiment where the UGV tries to autonomously
drive along a forest path.

5.1 Model choice

As for any supervised machine learning problem, there are two things
we need to decide on – the algorithm and training data. In our case,
the algorithm is a deep CNN model. And training data is a collection
of images of forest paths. As SqueezeNet is the only CNN architecture
the models will be different only in terms of the way that they are
trained.

5.1.1 Three models

Creating good training sets can be more of an art than a science. For a
deep learning model, we want the model to be specific to the challenge
but general enough to cover all the possible examples that could occur
during test runs. From previous work[24] we have access to the IDSIA
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dataset containing frames recorded using three cameras at a human
head level on forest trails in Swiss Alps.

The UGV will be test driven in a Swedish environment. Thus, a
relevant dataset for this challenge would contain images recorded at
the same height as its camera (15 cm), and collected in similar envi-
ronments. By gathering this dataset we would be changing two thing
– the environment and the position of the camera.

To bridge the gap between this new dataset and the IDSIA dataset
we also collect one more set at head level in a relevant Swedish envi-
ronment. Having this set, along with the IDSIA dataset, we can com-
pare how sensitive these methods are to changing environments.

Complementing the IDSIA dataset with two new collections we
thus have three different datasets. Training a SqueezeNet model on
each dataset we get three different models:

IDSIA model trained on the original IDSIA dataset. This dataset con-
taining frames recorded at head-level on paths in the Swiss alps.

SweHigh model is trained on the SweHigh dataset. This dataset con-
tains head-level frames from Swedish trails.

SweGround model is trained on the SweGround dataset. This dataset
contains ground-level frames from Swedish trails.

With several models, we can evaluate both the applicability of this
method for UGVs as well as get an indication of the robustness of
these methods to changing environments and camera heights. More
detail on data collection can be found in Section 5.2. In the coming
section, we will go into more details on the training and evaluation of
the models.

5.2 Training Data

The IDSIA dataset[24] contains about 125, 000 frames collected using
a three-camera-setup. The dataset is split in to several subsets, 000, 001,
. . . , 014 each containing multiple recordings. Along with each record-
ing is a text file with valid intervals which was used to remove bad
images. The original article used 17, 119 frames for training and 7, 355
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frames for validation. It is clear that only subset 001 and 002 were used.
Using recordings GP010009, GP010012, GP010051, P020009, GP020012
and GP020051 for test data yielded 17, 146 frames for training and
7, 360 frames for test. These values are close to the reported, but not
exact.

5.2.1 Data Collection

The two datasets SweHigh and SweGround where collected in Lill-
Jansskogen north of KTH. In this nature area, there are several trails
for recreational walks and physical exercise. Videos were recorded
while walking along these paths, both at ground level and higher up,
see Figure 5.1 for the camera setup. One camera was aimed straight
ahead and the left and right where at a 30� angle. A more detailed
report of the paths that were used for training data and the paths that
were used for validation along with the number of frames collected
can be found in Appendix A.

Looking at examples of collected frames in Figure 5.2 it is clear that
the hight of the camera has a significant effect on the appearance of
the trail. Naturally the trail surface takes up a larger portion of the
view on the lower frames. It is also notable that for humans the higher
perspective is more natural. We found it easier to judge trail direction
from the higher perspective.

5.2.2 Augmentation

Training data is augmented in a standard way similar to[24][25]. When
augmenting the data each frame is modified with five different im-
age transformation algorithms. For each of the algorithms, a random
parameter value is picked between an upper and a lower limit. The
transforms and parameters are: rotation [�15�, 15�], zoom [0.9, 1.1],
brightness [0.8, 1.2], contrast [0.8, 1.2] and saturation [0.6, 1.4]. When
the images are rotated and zoomed there is a chance that some pixels
on the final image are outside of the border of the transformed origi-
nal. These pixels are filled with the value of the pixel on the edge of
the original that is closest.
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Figure 5.1: Camera setup used to record videos. On the left the
three cameras are mounted on a tricycle which was pushed in front
while recording. The right picture shows the camera setup used for
recording images at a higher level. Having the cameras mounted in
front of the camera operator made it easy to start and monitor the
progress of recordings. Also by angling all three cameras towards the
ground when not walking duplicate images was easy to spot in post-
processing.

Figure 5.2: Examples of collected images. Top row are samples from
SweHigh dataset and bottom row are from SweGround dataset. All
images are from more or less the same spot.
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5.3 Offline Experiment

5.3.1 Model training

To reduce the number of new samples needed and to ensure stable
training each model is created by fine-tuning a pre-existing model. The
IDSIA model is achieved by fine tuning a pre-trained ImageNet model
on the IDSIA dataset. The SweHigh and SweGround models are then
achieved by further fine-tuning of the IDSIA model on the SweHigh
and SweGround dataset. By fine-tuning as opposed to training a com-
pletely new model from scratch the training time is also significantly
reduced.

Figure 5.3: Hierarchy of fine-tuned models. The Pretrained ImageNet
model is available along with the SqueezeNet implementation[33].
The IDSIA model is achieved by fine-tuning the Pretrained ImageNet
on the IDSIA dataset. The two models SweGround SweHigh are created
by fine-tuning the IDSIA on the data collected in the thesis.

During fine-tuning, the network is trained using the standard
SqueezeNet parameters [33]. With the exception of using a fixed
learning rate of 0.004 and that the last layers, conv10, has a learning
rate multiplier of 10. Each model is trained until the accuracy reaches
a stable point on validation data.

5.3.2 Offline Results

The IDSIA model reached stable level after 2800 iteration, SweGround
was fine-tuned for another 800 iterations while SweHigh needed 200
iterations. A more detailed description of the training can be found in
Appendix B.
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The accuracy of each model was evaluated on the validation data
in each dataset. The accuracy is percentage of samples in each of the
validation set that the model estimated correctly. For a break down of
values see Table 5.1.

IDSIA SweHigh SweGround
dataset dataset dataset

Idsia model 89.9% 73.8% 36.2%
SweHigh model 85.1% 99.2% 58.8%
SweGround model 43.7% 72.9% 98.6%

Table 5.1: The accuracy of the different models on the validation data
found different datasets.

5.4 Online Experiment

In the previous section, we tested how well the system could classify
images. In the Online test, we want to test how well this system works
as an end-to-end navigational system for a UGV.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

To run the online experiment a test trail was selected such that it was
not present in any of the training or validation sets. The particular
path used can be found in Appendix A. All runs used the same start
and end point. The path was driven in both directions.

When evaluating the performance of the navigational system it is
possible that the navigation will at points fail. To make sure that we
still get a measurement from the whole trail human override might at
times be needed. A measure used for how well a UGV can maneuver
by itself that still allow for human intervention is autonomy[26, 25]. As-
suming that a trail takes Ttot seconds to run, where the UGV drives by
itself Tauto seconds and a human overrides for Toveride, then the value
is calculated as autonomy = Tauto/Ttot = 1 � Toveride/Ttot. During test
two measures of time will thus be collected – the total time to traverse
the track and the total time where a human overrides the navigation.
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In the previous section, we evaluated the classification perfor-
mance of the three models with respect to the different datasets. In
Table 5.1 we can see how the IDSIA model has an accuracy of 36.2%.
This accuracy is close to a random selection (33.3%). It is deemed that
this model is not viable for online test and this model will be excluded
from the test run.

5.4.2 Human override

There are several potential situation where human intervention is
needed. During preliminary test runs the following situations where
identified.

• When following the trail the navigation makes adjustments to
follow the trail. These adjustments can be quite close to the edge
of the trail. At times these adjustments are never made or made
to late. The UGV risks getting stuck in the vegetation. Physically
moving the UGV can be quite difficult. To avoid these scenarios
the human observer will override the navigation when the UGV
is risking getting stuck.

• Close to the path are trees and rocks. On the forward point of
the UGV a camera is mounted. To avoid damaging the UGV the
human observer will intervene when there is a risk that the UGV
will cause damage to itself.

• At times the UGV can start turning in a direction that is not along
the trail. For example, it can be trying to follow the trail in an
opposite direction or move off the trail in a direction that is not
increasing the risking of getting stuck. To ensure comparable re-
sults the human observer will intervene to make sure the UGV is
following the path.

5.4.3 Online Results

The autonomy was evaluated on the two test trails, see Table 5.4.3.
Both models needed the human interventions described above. That
is during the test run the human observer intervened to prevent get-
ting stuck, prevent damage, and to make direct the UGV to follow the
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Model Total 1 Override 1 Total 2 Override 2 Autonomy
SweGround 285 s 72 s 229 s 54 s 75%
SweHigh 403 s 99 s 446 s 221 s 62%

Table 5.2: Autonomy was evaluated on two different paths. For each
of the run the total time for robot to travel the whole trail and the total
time of human override was measured. The Autonomy is the average
over the two runs.

correct trail direction.

At several times during the test runs for SweHigh the UGV stopped
in the middle of the path to just rotate back and forth, left to right.
When this happened the human observer intervened and moved the
UGV about a meter along the direction of the trail.
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Conclusion

6.1 Discussion

Fine tuning a deep CNN on this type of problem was possible. Fine
tuning SqueezeNet on the IDSIA dataset resulted in an 89.9% accu-
racy on validation data. This can be compared to the 85.2% using an
early CNN[24] and the 86% when training SqueezeNet on an extended
IDSIA dataset. Not only is fine-tuning of an ImageNet SqueezeNet
on a domain-specific dataset possible but further fine-tuning in or-
der to adapt this model to new environments and camera positions
is also possible. It is hard to compare computational requirements by
training times as different papers use different hardware. Fine-tuning
SqueezeNet on IDSIA took about 2 hours on our hardware1. In pre-
vious work training SqueezeNet from scratch on IDSIA dataset took 8
hours[25].

Changing camera height caused more difficulties than switching of
the environment. The IDSIA model had better accuracy on SweHigh
than SweGround on either SweHigh or IDSIA dataset, see Table 5.1.
This leads to the interpretation that the changing perspective has a
greater effect on the model than switching environment. This is also
reflected in the training times where SweGround model took 800 it-
erations to fine-tune, while SweHigh took 200 iterations. Even though

1All training was done on a single thin GPU node of Tegner at PDC. These
nodes are equippedwith 2 x 12 cores Intel E5-2690v3 Haswell, 512 GB RAM, and
one NVIDIA Tesla K80.
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camera position caused larger challenges the models were not agnostic
to environments. The SweGround model has a significantly higher ac-
curacy on the SweHigh dataset than the IDSIA dataset. Note here that
the SweGround model was never exposed to the SweHigh dataset, but
was exposed to IDSIA before final fine-tuning.

Fine-tuning the models on different dataset resulted in quite dif-
ferent performance. In Table 5.1 on page 33, we see how the IDSIA
model achieved an accuracy of 89.9%, while the SweHigh and Swe-
Ground reached an accuracy of 99.2% and 98.6% respectively. The end
goal of the thesis was to autonomously drive in a natural environment.
Thus, only trails that could provide a drivable surface for the UGV
were selected for SweGround and SweHigh dataset. No such restric-
tion was needed for the IDSIA dataset. The Swiss dataset contains a
greater variance in trails - ranging from large drivable paths to smaller
and less beaten tracks. We assume that the larger and clearer paths in
SweGround and SweHigh would make the classification problem eas-
ier. Thus, we attribute the lower accuracy of IDSIA model to a greater
variation of trails in IDSIA dataset.

The navigational ability of the three class approach was overall lim-
ited for UGVs. The autonomy of 75% results in a far from reliable
navigation. For UAVs it has been observed that this approach has is-
sues with drones getting close to vegetation and risking damage to
rotors. A proposed solution is to also train the model to stay in the
middle of the path[25]. With this approach for UAVs, an autonomy of
100% was observed using a custom CNN model and 98% when using
SqueezeNet. Even though the risk of damage is not as big of a concern
for UGVs the failure to stay on path still caused issues with the ve-
hicle getting stuck. This proposed solution involves collecting a new
dataset with an offset between cameras and could be an interesting
area of further studies.

Evaluating the autonomy along a path is not completely represen-
tative of the UGVs ability to autonomously navigate. A measurement
of 100% suggests that the vehicle can navigate autonomously but with
anything less than that the interpretation becomes problematic. When
the human observer intervenes when the UGV is closing in on one of
the dangerous scenarios it is natural for the human to turn the UGV in
the direction of the path. As long as the UGV continues in this given
direction it stays on the path for several meters, see example in Fig-
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Figure 6.1: A stylized hypothetical view of a UGVs traveling a long a
gray forest trail. Blue circles indicate human intervention. In this sce-
nario the autonomy of the UGV would score a quite high value, even
tough it does not actively take any actions to stay on path. Dashed is
the path traveled by the vehicle.

ure 6.1. This behavior was also observed in online experiments. Trav-
eling along a path can be solved as most of the time going more or less
straight and at critical times making the appropriate adjustments. Cre-
ating a system that can go straight is easy while creating a system that
makes the correct adjustment is hard. The problem with autonomy is
that it gives weight to time spent autonomous or being controlled by a
human. A human can, with quite few overrides keep the UGV going.

6.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, we set out to answer two questions. Can the three-class
classification approach be used as a navigational system for UGVs?
And, how robust is this approach to changing environments and con-
ditions? We can conclude the following:

• Fine-tuning showed to be powerful and enable fast and accurate
training of the deep learning models.

• We showed that the three-class approach to navigation is sensi-
tive to changing environments and camera position.

• In its most simple form, the three-class approach is not viable as
an end-to-end navigational system of UGVs on forest trails.
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Appendix A

Data collection

Data was collected while walking on trails in Lill-Jansskogen just north
of KTH in Stockholm. Videos where recored at both at ground level
and higher up. SweGround contained roughly 21 GB video recordings
and SweHigh contained 14 GB. SweGround was extracted at 1 frame
per second and high was extracted at 1.5 frames per second. For each
recording, 3 cameras were used. In Figure A.1 for the geographical
position of each of the recording can be found along with its recording
number and if it is used as trading data or validation data. For a break
down of the number of images in each recording see Table A.1.
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Filename Recording number Dataset Type Frames
SUNP0001.AVI #1 Ground Validation 3014
SUNP0002.AVI #2 Ground Training 1722
SUNP0003.AVI #3 Ground Training 715
SUNP0004.AVI #4 Ground Training 394
SUNP0005.AVI #5 Ground Training 4063
SUNP0006.AVI #6 Ground Validation 1026
SUNP0007.AVI #7 Ground Training 4256
SUNP0008.AVI #8 High Validation 3371
SUNP0009.AVI #9 High Training 3750
SUNP0010.AVI #10 High Validation 1026
SUNP0011.AVI #11 High Training 3680
SUNP0012.AVI #12 High Training 227
SUNP0013.AVI #13 High Training 1098
SUNP0014.AVI #14 High Training 675
SUNP0015.AVI #15 High Training 825

Table A.1: The number of extracted from each recording. The num-
ber of frames is after duplicate from beginning and end of recording
has been removed. Recording number is a shorter version of the file
name. Th location of recording can be found by recording numbers in
Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: The recording made in Lill-Jansskogen showing both
recordings for the high data set and for the one at ground level. The
numbers, eg #1, #2,..., are the recording number. See Table A.1. Map
image by openstreetmap.org included under CC BY-SA, c� Open-
StreetMap contributors.

https://www.openstreetmap.org
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright


Appendix B

Model training

During training of all models, a snapshot of each model was saved
at every 200 iterations. That is for every trying run we have multi-
ple possible models to choose from. We assume that the training is
starting to overfit on training data when subsequent training yields
no significant performance increase of loss and accuracy on validation
data. That is for every training run the optimal model was selected
as the model where subsequent training did not lead to any signifi-
cant increase in validation performance. In other words right before
overfitting started. This resulted in the IDSIA model being fine-tuned
for 2, 800 iteration, SweHigh for 200 iterations, and SweGround for 800
iterations. See Figures B.1 to B.3 below.

B.0.1 Training visualization

In the following figures loss and validation can be found for three dif-
ferent models. Both loss and accuracy are plotted with rolling means.
On training data the loss and accuracy is calculated using a 30 iteration
rolling window. For validation data a 3 iteration window is used.
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Figure B.1: Rolling loss and rolling accuracy while training on the ID-
SIA dataset. Train denotes the performance on the training data and
validation denotes performance on validation data.

Figure B.2: Rolling loss and rolling accuracy while training on the Swe-
High dataset. Train denotes the performance on the training data and
validation denotes performance on validation data.
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Figure B.3: Rolling loss and rolling accuracy while training on the Swe-
Ground dataset. Train denotes the performance on the training data
and validation denotes performance on validation data.
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